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          Product:SDK for Android

Product Version:9.0.2

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

I tested with this file XLS but it can not work
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Upload files for free - khai toan Voi.XLS - ufile.io


  Download khai toan Voi.XLS for free from ufile.io instantly, no signup required and no popup ads



  

  
    
    
  


  



Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    How to get PdfViewCtrl class OverlayView frame size in android?
                    


                    Reduce APK Size of library
                    

                    How to disable "longPressQuickMenu" if someone want to use PDFViewCtrl to view the Pdf?
                    

                    How can i config using ViewerConfig when i use PDFViewCtrl to view PDF in my App?
                    

                    How to get co-ordinates related to pdfdoc when i tap on the document?
                    

                    Loosing created annotation on orientation change
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Optimize & compress PDFs in Android
	APIs for comparing PDF differences in Android
	Code samples to edit PDFs in Android
	Code samples to redact PDFs in Android

APIs:	TextExtractor.Word
	Com.pdftron.demo.browser.db.file
	Popup - setRect

Forums:	Does PDFTron HTML to PDF Converter work on iOS Android?
	Viewing .doc files in React Native with uri
	PDFNet [Android]: Without the help of PDFViewCtrl can we render a pdf document
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          This appears to be a malformed file. I get the following error trying to convert the file.


Unable to convert this document from binary to OOXML form. Incomplete Unicode at end of string



Is this a “real” file, or a synthesized test file?

If you can contact the author of the file, you should ask them to review the creation, especially with regards to strings.

How many other files do you have like this?
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          This is “real” file ( for our work  about civil construction )

I can open with Microsoft Excel


[image: iwork]
iwork1920×1080 467 KB



And i try with some excel viewer app on Google Play, it can view, but with Pdftron SDK for Android, only empty screen!
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          The team has confirmed that the file is malformed/non-conforming to the spec, but since other vendors are apparently ignoring these errors and showing the file as you expect, the team is still investigating with the hope to match that behavior.

Thank you for the additional info about the file.
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          Looks like the team has improved the handling for this malformed file, and the fix will be in the upcoming Android 9.1 release.

To get notified for the next release you can follow the steps here
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    About the Announcements category Announcements
  

  
    Discover the latest news on PDFTron products here. 
If you would like to get email notifications for our new product announcement, you can go to your preferences and add the Announcements category to the watched list: 
https://community.pdftron.com/my/preferences/categories 
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